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The role of input vs. universal predispositions in the
emergence of tense-aspect morphology: evidence
from Turkish*
AYHAN

AKSU-KO&Ccedil;,

Bogazi&ccedil;i University, Istanbul

ABSTRACT

This study investigates the role of input, both in terms of distributional tendencies and contexts of use, in the acquisition of
tense-aspect morphology. Longitudinal data from three children,
with mother’s input for only one, constitute the data base. Results
showed that (1) the distribution of different inflections with verbs
of different inherent aspect in the child’s speech corresponds to
that in the mother’s speech, (2) the child has stronger preferences
for, and first uses the past inflection with, achievement and the
present/imperfective inflection with activity and stative verbs.
Findings suggest that input and universal cognitive-processing
strategies play an interactive role. The nature of this interaction is
discussed by considering how mother-child discourse provides the
situational and linguistic contexts necessary for learning to talk
about temporality.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is two decades since Antinucci &

Miller’s (1976) article proposing
that children, in their early talk about ’what happened’, are not actually
making reference to past time but are, instead, commenting on resultant
states, that is, marking ’aspect’ rather than ’tense’. Their observations
in Italian and English led to other investigations in a variety of
languages, some of which lent support to this position (Aksu-Koç
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1988, Bloom, Lifter & Hafitz 1980, de Lemos 1981, Stephany 1981),
of which did not (Weist 1986, Weist, Wysocka, Witkowska-

some

Stadnik, Buczowska & Konieczna 1984). Supportive results were
explained in terms of universal predispositions or constraints while
non-supportive ones were used to argue against the ’aspect before
tense’ hypothesis. Very few, like Bowerman (1985), interpreted such
findings as evidence for the role that the structure of the language being
acquired plays in determining the first function of inflections in the
child’s speech. Recently the latter argument has received attention, and
the issue is posed on the plane of ’input’. Investigations of the
correspondence between adult input and child productions, however,
have to be put in a cross-linguistic framework so that what is universal
vs. what is language-specific, and what is simultaneously a universal
and a feature of the input language, can be teased out. A study of the
acquisition of tense-aspect marking which also considers the patterns in
the input is available for English (Shirai & Andersen 1995). The
present study aims to contribute to this line of research by providing
evidence from Turkish.
In the present analysis I first investigated the role of input in the
emergence of tense-aspect morphology in Turkish. For this purpose I
looked at the frequency of different tense-aspect inflections and their
distribution with different types of verbs in mother and child speech.
Then I addressed the issue of what the nature of the universal predisposition, if any, might be, by asking whether the emergence of tenseaspect morphology can be accounted for by cognitive constraints and/or
linguistic predispositions, if it cannot be totally explained by input.
With these aims, I looked at the relationship between inflection type
and verb type in the child’s early productions and at the contexts of use
of tense-aspect morphology in mother-child discourse.
2. TENSE-ASPECT

Tense is

a grammatical category which indicates the location of the
referent situation relative to the deictic point of the utterance or to the
time of some other situation (Comrie 1985, Reichenbach 1947).
Aspect, on the other hand, informs about internal temporal constituency
of a situation such as inception, duration, punctuality or completion, by
imposing a perspective that focuses either on its entirety, or different
phases viewed over time (Comrie 1976). Thus, temporal reference in
language requires the control of two different frames of reference: the
deictic and the nondeictic. While some analyses include both temporal
frameworks under tense (Comrie 1985, Reichenbach 1947), others treat
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nondeictic temporal relations which involve sequencing in discourse
under aspect (Anderson 1973, Hopper 1982, Lyons 1977). For our
purpose it is necessary to recognize the very close relationship between
the two categories, as between anteriority and completion or between
simultaneity and progression.
Both temporal and aspectual distinctions can be made lexically or
grammatically. While tense can be coded inflectionally, with auxiliaries
or adverbs, aspect is, in addition, expressed by verb semantics. An
analysis proposed by Smith (1983, 1991) distinguishes between
’situation aspect’, which is encoded in the inherent meaning of the
verbs describing situations, and ’viewpoint aspect’, which entails
grammatical marking to reflect neutral or different perspectives on
those situations. Aspect marking thus allows the speaker a range of
choices in talking about different states of affairs. A third grammatical
category closely related to tense and aspect is modality, which concerns
the speaker’s assessment of the propositional content of his utterance in
terms of truth or obligation. Although the present analysis is limited to
the acquisition of tense-aspect marking, modality also concerns us
where it appears to have a bearing on the development of this system.

Prerequisites to tense-aspect marking
(a) Cognitive-contextual
Cognitive constraints on the acquisition of tense-aspect morphology
arise from complexities of tense marking which requires
conceptual ordering of events on an external time axis, or of aspect
marking which requires representation of event structures, or both. A
basic definition of tense assumes the primary deictic framework with
the moment of utterance as a reference point for relating past, future or
simultaneous events. This definition requires the ability to relate two
temporal points, event time, and reference time, which coincides with
speech time, and is sufficient to characterize tense marking in the early
period of acquisition.’ Theory driven characterizations of the temporal
and aspectual knowledge necessary for acquisition and initial use of the
inflections should be made with caution since the minimum required
might be there, waiting upon use in context for further expansion. We
can assume such a starting point to be ’talk about the here and now and
may

order temporal relations between event time, reference time and deictic
of speech, whether treated under relative tense or aspect, concern later
in development that remain outside the scope of this study.

[1]Higher

moment

points
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the visible’ which then needs to be expanded to ’talk about the there
and then and the not visible’. Since the child does learn to mark
temporality at such an early age, it is not unwarranted to assume that
context provides the operational space for the construction of the
requisite knowledge, with language itself guiding the discovery of the
distinctions relevant to perspectives on events, and their ordering on the
timeline.
Data-driven analyses of the types of situational and discourse
contexts in which the child hears and eventually uses grammatical
forms for temporal relations should inform us about the types of
knowledge underlying tense-aspect marking, and the course of
acquisition should inform us about how they interact. Information
about cues that context offers about representations of event structures
relevant to aspect marking, for example, comes from studies by
Gropen, Pinker, Hollander & Goldberg ( 1991 ) and Tomasello & Kruger
(1992) who, respectively, looked at the effects of the focus of the event
to which the verb refers, and the timing of a verb model on verb
learning. Ambalu, Chiat & Pring (1997) investigated the role of both
these variables and showed that timing of a verb model interacts with
the focus of event, such that movement verbs are learned better when
the verb is heard before the movement takes place and result verbs are
learned better when the action has just been completed. Findings such
as these suggest that children are sensitive to a variety of different cues
in their attempts to match linguistic input with aspects of the situational
context. An analysis explicating the contexts of displaced speech in
early acquisition and therefore relevant to tense marking, on the other
hand, has been carried out by Veneziano & Georgepoulos (1993). They
found that, although during the early period between 12-18 months
caregivers do not talk much about past or future events, they employ
various ways of going beyond the present while talking about it. More
specifically, they refer to objects or persons absent from the immediate
situation, their unobservable properties or states, past events related to
present situations or a make-believe state of affairs. Veneziano &
Georgepoulos (1993: 5) conclude that ’it is just in contextually-linked
utterances that such an introduction [to an informative type of language
use] is essentially made at first, thus providing displacement within a
built-in support’. In the present study I also considered the nature of
such contexts in mother-child discourse.

(b) Linguistic-semantic
Linguistic constraints on
may be structural

or

the acquisition of tense-aspect morphology
semantic in nature. Since Turkish marks both tense
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and aspect

due to structural complexity are
semantic factors that may play a role

inflectionally, differences

not at issue. I therefore focus

on

in the marking of these categories.
Semantic considerations are particularly relevant to aspect. The dual
mechanisms of aspect marking operate in such a way that grammatical
marking (viewpoint aspect) interacts closely with lexical (situation)
aspect, that is, inherent semantics of verbs. Verb semantics is
traditionally analysed in terms of four basic categories (Dowty 1979,
Smith 1991, Vendler 1967) identified as stative, activity, accomplishment
and achievement. This classification is based on semantic features such
as having an inherent end point or not [+/-telic], having duration or not
[+/-durative] and requiring an input of energy for continuation or not
[+/-dynamic]. States involve no dynamicity and continue without
additional input of energy, e.g., see, be, love [+durative, -dynamic,
-telic]. The other three types of events are dynamic: activities have
duration with an even distribution of the different phases of the event
over time and an arbitrary endpoint, e.g., run, play [+durative,
+dynamic, -telic]; accomplishments differ from activities in being telic
since they have an inherent terminal point, e.g., make a tower, paint a
picture, and have duration in time with different phases for the process
and the end-point [+durative, +telic, +dynamic]; and achievements, like
accomplishments, refer to situations which involve a change of state
with an end-point but are reducible to a single point in time since the
change is instantaneous, e.g., find, notice, fall [-durative, +dynamic,

+telic].
Grammatically marked aspectual distinctions that most languages
observe are perfective vs. imperfective. Smith (1991) proposes that
perfectivity-imperfectivity constitute basic aspectual viewpoints having
universal validity. Imperfective aspect presents the situation from an
internal standpoint, focusing on an interval in its extension over time,
without referring to its left or right boundaries; in contrast, perfective
aspect presents it from an external perspective, in its entirety, as a
bounded unanalysable whole (Bybee 1985, Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca
1994, Comrie 1976, Smith 1991). Another common aspectual category
is the habitual-generic. Habitual sentences predicate of an individual
recurrent participation in a situation but do not refer to a particular
event, and generics have a law-like character describing the characteristic properties of a species, kind or individual. The forms associated
with habituals, when used predictively, carry a modal value ranging
across certainty, probability or possibility (Aksu-Kog 1995, Dahl
1985). Finally, the perfect construction may have different functions in
different languages, such as indicating current relevance, marking a
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viewpoint, or characterizing an entity in terms of a past
process (Comrie 1976, Smith 1991).
To address the question of whether the child has a semantically
motivated preference to use a given type of inflection with a given verb
category that is different from what is dictated by the input, I looked at
resultant stative

the association between different tense-aspect inflections and the
inherent semantics of the verbs they are used with in the early phase of
its acquisition.

Tense-aspect marking in Turkish
Turkish, an agglutinative language, marks tense-aspect-modality on the
verb, together with a number of other markers for voice, negation,
person/number and interrogation.2 The inflectional system is highly
modalized, expressing epistemic distinctions between oppositional
members of an evidential system. There are four inflections (-dI, -Iyor,
-Ir and -mI~) for marking tense-aspect on the main verb/predicate.
These are multifunctional particles affixed to the invariant verb stem,
and have modal as well as aspectual-temporal functions.3 The suffix -dI
ic used to talk abovt »act si~!~tions directly exnerienced or readily
assimilated to consciousness and can therefore be asserted to have
taken place with certainty. In conjunction with its past tense function,
-dI also carries aspectual meaning and expresses perfectivity, a
correlation observed in many languages (Bybee et al. 1994, Comrie
1976). The suffix -Iyor is the marker for present tense and imperfective
aspect. It can be used with stative as well as with dynamic verbs, and
gets its various interpretations for present time and for progressive vs.
habitual aspect from context. The suffix -Ir marks habitual-generic

aspect but also functions modally
and

epistemic.

to indicate

possibility, both deontic
by -Iyor are more

Habitual situations referred to

[2] Vowel harmony applies to all suffixes which harmonize with the last vowel of the
verb stem. The regular order of morphemes after the stem is voice, abilitative,
negative, necessitative, aspect, tense, mood, person and number, depending on
how many of these notions combine in a given uterance. Capitals are used in
morphemes to indicate altenating vowels due to vowel harmony.
[3] In addition there are four more suffixes, the temporal-modal future -(y)EcEk
, the
. Altogether
purely modal optative -E(y)
, conditional -sE, and necessitative -mElI
the eight suffixes function as tense-aspect-modality markers for verbal predicates
(inflections of paradigm I). Nonverbal predicates comprising the existential, and
nouns and adjectives used predicatively are marked for tense and modality by the
following postclitics: IdI, ImIs, Ise, DIr, e.g., kedi-(y)di (it was a cat); g&uuml;zel-di (it
was beautiful); var-di (it existed) (inflections of paradigm II). These can also be
appended to already inflected verbal predicates as in gid-iyor-du (go-IPFV-PAST,
was going) to express complex tense-aspect-modality.
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temporary than those referred to by -Ir. Finally -mI~, which presents a
past event in terms of its remaining effects, is the form for perfect
aspect and inferential past, a common correlation in languages with
evidential systems (Comrie 1976). Its function further extends to the
reportative category which is purely modal (Aksu-Koç 1988, Slobin &
Aksu 1982). In all its uses -mI~ indicates that the state of affairs
referred to comes from indirect experience and has the status of new
information for the speaker. Thus Turkish makes a tense distinction
between past vs. non-past, gel-dI ((he) came) vs. gel-Iyor ((he is)
coming) and gel-Ir ((he) comes). Given its evidential meaning -mI~
may indicate past or present focus depending on context. The aspectual
oppositions are between the imperfective, with the progressive gel-Iyor
((he) is coming), and the habitual gel-Ir ((he) comes), the perfective
gel-dl ((he) came) and the resultative-perfect gel-ml~ ((he) has come
evidently). Finally, these temporal/aspectual distinctions are subsumed
under the modal categories of direct, gel-dI ((he) came) or gel-Iyor-du
((he) was coming) vs. indirect evidence, gel-mi~ ((he) came evidently)
or

gel-Iyor-mu~ ((he) was coming evidently’).4

3. THE DATA

Sample
The data consist of the mother-child conversations of a little girl,
Deniz, between 1;3.3 and 1;11.10 years of age. There were 19 sessions,
each about half-an-hour long, with an average of 2 weeks in between.
During the sessions Deniz and her mother played with toys, read,
looked at pictures in books, and talked.
The patterns observed in this child’s speech are further supplemented
by data from two other children ranging in age between 1;9 and 2;6
years, also seen bimonthly with about 2 weeks in between by a
researcher who engaged in spontaneous play, book reading and talk
with them (Aksu-Koç 1988). No maternal input data are available for
these children.

[4] The use of the perfective-imperfective distinction in reference to Turkish should
be interpreted in Smith’s (1991) universalist perspective rather than equated with
the meaning of these terms in Slavic languages. For analyses of -dI/-dIK as
indicators of perfectivity and -Iyor of imperfectivity, see Erguvanli-Taylan
(1995). Similarly, -Ir and DIr are analysed as habitual and generic aspect
markers, subcategories of the imperfective viewpoint in Aksu-Ko&ccedil; (1995). Slobin
& Aksu (1982) as well as Aksu-Ko&ccedil; (1988) provide analyses of mI
&scedil; as the
resultative perfect, indirect past and evidential modality marker.
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Coding
All the verb tokens in the mother’s and the child’s data that occurred
with the four tense-aspect-modality inflections -dI, -Iyor, -Ir and -mI~
were coded in accordance with the operational tests proposed by
Vendler (1967), Dowty (1979) and others, and summarized in Shirai &
Andersen (1995). Each verb was coded for form and classified as either
stative, activity, accomplishment or achievement. The bases for the
assignment of verbs into different classes were the semantic features
[+/- telic], [+/- durative] and [+/- dynamic].
The operational tests of Shirai & Andersen (1995), which were
slightly modified in accordance with the semantic distinctions observed
in Turkish, are given below. Each test applied only to the clauses
remaining after the preceding test. Each question was asked after
removing the grammatical tense-aspect-modality marker.

Step

7

State

or

non-state?

Can it refer to present state in the present tense, without
habitual or action in progress interpretation?5

having

an

If yes - State Masanin iistande kitap var (A book exists
on the table); Seni seviyor (He loves you)
If no

~

Non-state

Ekmek yiyor (He

is

eating bread)
~

Step

2

Go to

Step

2

Activity or non-activity?

Does ’X is Ving’ entail ’X has Ved’ without an iterative/habitual
meaning? In other words, if you stop in the middle of Ving, have you
done the act of V?

If yes

--~

If no

~

Activity Ko~uyor (He is running)
Non-activity Bir mil ko~tu (He ran a mile)
~

Go to

Step

3

1 was modified to include ’action in progress’ meaning, because in Turkish
the present is unmarked with nonverbal predicates, and there is no aspectually
unmarked present for verbal predicates. Imperfective/present -Iyor which can
have a progressive interpretation depending on context is used in these tests since
-Ir is the marker for habitual aspect. Also test (c) of Step (3) given in Shirai &
Andersen (1995) was not used, because the formula ’X will VP in Y time (e.g.,
10 minutes) X will VP after Y time’ yields ambiguous results in Turkish.

[5] Step

=
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Step

3

Accomplishment
apply test (b)).

(a) ’If X Ved in

Y time

or

achievement?

(e.g.,

10

minutes)

(If

test

then X

(a) does

was

not work

Ving during that

time.’
If yes

--~

Accomplishment

If no

~

Achievement

(He made a picture)
fark etti (He noticed a

Resim yapti

Bir resim

picture)
(b)

Is there

ambiguity with almost?
If yes
Accomplishment Neredeyse bir resim yapti (He
almost painted a picture) [ambiguous whether he
almost started or finished]
If no 0- Achievement Neredeyse adamifarketti (He almost
noticed the man he did not notice him)
---~

=

For each sample, frequencies and percentages of each inflection with
each verb type were calculated separately for the mother and the child.
A given inflection was considered productive when there was evidence
for its use in obligatory contexts with at least two different verbs which
also occurred either in the noninflected form or with another inflection
in the same session. Another criterion for productivity was the presence
of the form in the subsequent sample. For example -dI in Deniz’s
speech was not considered to be productive in the sample where it was
used with 2 different verbs 3 times in total and was not observed in the
next

sample.

Next, different stages of inflectional development were identified in
the child’s data, and the boundaries of a premorphological stage, as well
as the periods of restricted vs. differentiated use for each inflection,
were noted. The premorphological stage refers to the period in

development where no nominal or verbal inflection was observed in the
child’s speech. The period of restricted use refers to the period in
development where the use of a given inflection is restricted to a set of
verbs belonging to a given aspectual category, whereas the period of
differentiated use refers to the period where such a restriction is lifted
and a given inflection is used with any kind of verb belonging to any
aspectual class. The data were then characterized in terms of five stages
to reflect the observed developments in tense-aspect morphology.

Premorphological stage, 1 ;3.3-1 ;3.27 : no verbs, no morphology
Stage I, 1;5.9-1;6.9: emergence and restricted use of -dI
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Stage II, 1;7.3-1;7.8: flexible use of -dI; emergence and restricted
use of -Iyor
Stage III, 1;7.23-1;8.14: flexible use of -dI and -Iyor; emergence
and restricted use of -Ir and -mIq
Stage IV, 1;8.27-1;10.19: flexible use of all four forms
The additional subjects YK and SO were already using -dI and -Iyor
when first seen. Their data were categorized to correspond to the
different phases observed in Deniz’s data, using the same criteria of
restricted vs. differentiated use. This resulted in stages II and III for YK
and stages II, III and IV for SO.
4. RESULTS

The

relationship between

child-directed speech and child’s

speech

The distribution of the direct past/perfective, present/imperfective,
habitual/generic and the inferential/perfect inflections in terms of
inherent aspect in the child’s and the mother’s speech, for all samples
____L:__..J
------_.._..J :_- ’T’_L1- 1 6 r:__.. :..:- _L______..J ..1._....1.___-:- comuineu, are presenter III Tau~e 1. First, it is ouserveu that there is a
distributional bias for certain tense-aspect markers to be used with
verbs of a given type in the input: the mother uses the direct past -dI
most frequently with achievement verbs (70%), and the present/
imperfective -Iyor most frequently with activity verbs (61%). The
habitual/generic -Ir has an almost equal distribution between activities
(42%) and achievements (40%). The inferential/perfect -mIq is used
most frequently with achievement verbs (51 %) and then with nonverbal
predicates (i.e., nouns, adjectives and existensials) (31%). Second, the
same distributional bias is reflected in the child’s speech, but the child’s
preferences for a given verb type for each inflection appears to be
stronger, particularly in the case of the direct past/perfective vs.
present/imperfective markers that are acquired first.
This distributional tendency observed in the mother’s speech appears
to account, at least partially, for the patterns observed in the child’s,
lending support to the ’distributional bias hypothesis’ and underscoring
the role of input. The distributional bias hypothesis claims that ’adult
---

[6] The percentages are an average of the percentages calculated for each stage since,
as pointed out by Shirai &
Andersen (1995), it would be inappropriate to collapse
raw frequencies from different stages, given the fact that at early stages children
produce many fewer tokens than at later stages. The first three samples which
correspond to the premorphological stage in the child’s data were included in the
counts

for the mother.
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TABLE 1.

Percentage distribution
mothers and the child ’s

of -dI, -lyor, -Ir and -mI~ inflections in the
speech, for all samples combined

native

speakers will tend to use past or perfective inflections more with
accomplishments and achievements than with states or activities and
progressive inflections primarily with activities’ (Shirai & Andersen
1995: 747). In other words, the tendency to use certain inflections with
certain types of verbs need not be explained by resorting to some sort
of innate predisposition. This finding, however, does not preclude a
more detailed analysis of the child’s preferences, since such an analysis
might reveal the child’s acquisitional strategies. In the following section
I therefore focus on the early emergent stage for each inflection
separately.

Developmental

patterns: relations between tense-aspect

verb semantics and

(a)

Past

morphology,

context

of direct experience -dl

A careful examination of the mother’s speech, both in terms of
frequency and contexts of occurrence of the different inflections during
the premorphological period, is revealing in relation to the subsequent
developments in the child’s speech. During this stage when Deniz uses
neither bare nor inflected verbs, the proportion of utterances in the
present/imperfective -Iyor is much higher (52%) than those in the past dI (27%) in her mother’s speech. The proportions for habitual/generic
-Ir and inferential/perfect -mI~ are 9% each. These percentages indicate
that the mother does not engage in much discourse about the past at
this point in development, but rather talks about the ’here and now’.
Given this background, the first inflection that emerges in Deniz’s
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TABLE 2.

Percentage distribution of -dI with inherent aspect in mothers and

child’s speech

across

stages of

restricted vs. differentiated use,
frequencies

with the verbs

used by the child, and their

speech is the direct past/perfective -dl observed at 1;5.9.’ It is the only
productive form for more than a month despite the fact that -Iyor is
more frequent in the mother’s speech in the period prior to its
emergence. Between 1;5.9 and 1;6.9 the child uses -dI exclusively with
achievement verbs. As can be observed in Table 2, in this period of first
emergence and restricted use, 100% of the child utterances with -dI are
with achievement verbs despite the more varied use in adult speech.
This use of -dI with a restricted set of verbs ends after a period of one

[7]

There are two imitative instances of -dI in the premorphological period, both with
achievement verbs ’fall’ and ’finish’: ma:mmu d&uuml;td&uuml; [maymun d&uuml;&scedil;t&uuml;
] (monkey
fell) at 1;3.3 and biddi biddi (finished finished). Since there are no other examples
and no evidence for productive use in the subsequent sample, these instances
have not been considered to mark the emergence of this inflection.
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Fig.

1. Distnbution of the -dl inflection with achievement verbs
by stage (I-IV) for each child

month, and the inflection is used with instances of other verb categories
as well, the proportion with achievement verbs decreasing to 71 %. The
expansion is rather limited in nature, however, since it is primarily to

accomplishment verbs ( 19%) which are also [+ telic] and [+ dynamic]
but [+ durative]. Thus, neither mere frequency nor the patterns in the
input are enough to account for development; the child’s production
reflects more, which suggests that inherent aspect of the verb also plays
a significant role in early acquisition.
Data supplementing this picture come from two other subjects YK
and SO who were already using -dI and -Iyor when first seen. Figure I
shows the percentage of past morphology used with achievement verbs
by stages for Deniz, YK and SO.
During the period of restricted use, Deniz uses -dI only in reference
to changes of state in the ’here and now’ whereas her mother’s past
utterances also refer to routine activities of non-present people, to past
events the child knows about, or to pretend activities. She uses situations
in the present context to elicit past information about similar events or
states, but gets only nominal responses from the child. The fact that
Deniz can express the relevant information about remote past situations
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but does not spontaneously talk about them using the past inflection
suggests that this is not a cognitive constraint but a linguistic-semantic
one reflected in a restricted definition of the function of -dI as a marker
of actions completed in the immediate context. This limitation is
gradually lifted, and by the end of the month she also starts to produce
utterances about the familiar or past situations that are routinely talked
about. Thus the extension of the scope of -dI to verbs other than
achievements coincides with the extension of talk to the ’not here’ and
’not now’.

(b) Presentlimperfective -Iyor
Depending on context, the present/imperfective -Iyor may function as a
tense, an aspect or a modality marker indicating present time,
progressive or habitual aspect, or certainty of future action. In the
sample where it is first observed in the child’s speech, 79% of the
mother’s -lyor utterances occur with activity, 11 % with stative, and the
rest with achievement and accomplishment verbs. The child’s data, on
the other hand, exhibit a use strictly restricted to activity and stative
verbs. As noted earlier, states are not treated differently from activities
lurkish,

which can denote progressive aspect, occurs
well as activity verbs. The fact that the child,
in the adult language, uses this form for both
processes and states provides evidence against the claim for the
innateness of the state-process distinction (Bickerton 1981 ) observed in
languages like English which prohibit the use of the progressive with
stative verbs. For this argument to be supported, the state-process
distinction should, at least during the emergent period, have been
observed with the restriction of -Iyor to processes, despite the fact that
there is no such constraint in the input language. On the contrary, we
see that the child follows the pattern present in the speech she hears.’
Two weeks later Deniz starts using -Iyor with achievement and
accomplishment verbs as well. Table 3 presents the distribution of the
in

and

-lyor,

freely with stative as
following the pattern

[8]

(1981), findings from the acquisition of Turkish (Slobin & Aksu
have been used to argue for the state-process distinction by pointing out
that the inferential past-marker -mI
&scedil; and the direct past marker -dI are used,
respectively, to refer to static vs. dynamic events, violating the adult grammatical
norms. The violation therein, however, does not arise from ungrammatical
aspectual but modal use which entails use of -mI
&scedil; in contexts of
observed/witnessed states. However, such use of -mI
&scedil; is a feature of Turkish child
directed speech (Aksu-Ko&ccedil; 1988, Slobin & Aksu 1982) which in fact makes this
example a case in favour of an input-based account rather than Bickerton’s claim
for innate predisposition, as has also been noted by Shirai (1997).
In Bickerton

1980)
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Percentage distribution of -Iyor with inherent aspect in mothers
and child ’s speech across stages of restricted vs. differentiated use,
with the verbs used by the child, and their frequencies

TABLE 3.

in the mother’s and the child’s speech at
1;7.8 when first observed, and at 1;7.23 when used more flexibly.
A similar pattern is observed in the data of the other two subjects.
Figure 2 presents the percentage of the present/imperfective -Iyor used
with activity and stative verbs, by stage, for each child. Nearly all
Deniz’s utterances with -Iyor occur during the course of picture book
reading with the mother, e.g., mama yi-yoo (food eat-IPFV, eating food)
[for boy in picture], and the few exceptions refer to habitual activities

present/imperfective -Iyor

of familiar people, e.g., utu yap-iyoo
does the ironing), or behavioural norms

(iron do-IPFV, [grandmother]
set

for the child, e.g., en-n-iyo

= elle-n-iyor (touch-PASS-IPFV, [tape recorder] is touched).
The above developmental picture raises the question of why -dI, the
marker of past/perfective, is acquired before -Iyor, the present/
imperfective which is more frequent in child directed speech?
A look at the contexts of use of -Iyor vs. -dI in the mother’s speech
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Fig 2. Distribution of the -Iyor inflection with activity and stative
by stage (I-IV) for each child

verbs

during the premorphological period shows that -Iyor is used in a variety
of contexts such as ongoing activity (ban-a mi el sall-lyor-sun? (I-DAT
Q hand wave-IPFV-2SG, are you waving to me?)), questioning of
intentions and desires regarding subsequent activity (naszl ist-iyor-sun?
(how want-IPFV-2SG, how do you want it?)), reference to norms of
behaviour (o-(n)-lar elle-n-iyor mu? (that-3PL touch-IPFV Q, are those
touched?)), habitual activity (naszl !Vagir-iyor-sun kediyi? (how callIPFV-2SG cat-ACC, how do you call the cat?)), and existing states
(burada ne yaz-iyor? (here what write-IPFV, what is written here?)).
The direct past, on the other hand, is used mainly in reference to actions
carried out and completed in the immediate context (di7~-ta (fall-PAST,
it fell)); bo~al-t-tt-n hepsi-ni (empty-CAUS-PAST-2SG all-ACC, you
emptied everything)). The mother occasionally appeals to the child’s
experience about past situations when there are cues for recall available
in the present situation, e.g., looking at picture of cat in book, kedi nasal
mama ye-di? (cat how food eat-PAST, how did the cat eat the food?), or
to resultant states from which inferences can be

of book: yirt-il-di, yapij-tir-di-k
3PL, it got torn, we glued it).

made,

e.g., about page

(tear-PASS-PAST, paste-CAUS-PAST-
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First, given these multiple functions, the abstraction of a core
meaning for -Iyor may not be as simple a process as it is for -dI which,
except for a few examples of past situations, refers to actions that result
in a change of state in the here and now. That is, the different examples
are all instances of a given type of event whereas the different examples
of -Iyor are either ongoing activities, existing states or nonevents such
as unrealized intentions or prohibited actions. Furthermore, the various
functions realized by -Iyor are also served by other forms such as the
future -(y)EcEk for questioning intentions, the optative -E(y) for
proposing joint activity, the habitual/generic -Ir for reference to
habitual/normative behaviour, and the evidential -mI~ for existing
states, albeit with nuances of different meaning. In fact, during the premorphological period Deniz produced proto-forms approximating at
times to -Iyor, and at times the semantically related -Ir (e.g., an
unintelligible verb-like form plus an inflectional form interpretable as
either the negative of the habitual J7..m-ez or the negative of the
imperfective J7..m-iyor, as in xxx-me-yo), suggesting that there was a
period when the two forms were diffused (Aksu-Koq 1997). Thus -Iyor
has a multiplicity of functions which can, in turn, be realized with a
multiplicity of forms. This flexibility in use can be said to pose
complexity for the child who has a preference for more direct
form:function correspondences as suggested by Slobin in his operating
principles (1973, 1985).
Another source of complexity that can account for the preference of
-dI over -Iyor may be found in the nature of the mother-child discourse
contexts: the former is typically used in concrete referential situations
in the immediate context, whereas the latter, as the above examples
show, is used in reference

to unrealized situations such as intentional
behaviours. Thus, the situational context does not
directly inform the child about what the function of -Iyor might be.
A final consideration concerns the fit between the facts and a predisposition to observe a universal semantic distinction based on a
conceptual one. The initial use of only -dI and exclusively with a
subclass of dynamic verbs (achievements) suggests that the child has
singled out [+ dynamic, + telic, - durative] situations in contrast to all
other situation types [+/- dynamic, +/- telic, + durative] including
events and states. In other words, everything that is not marked -dl is
[+ durative] and therefore for a time there is no need for -Iyor. This can
be taken as evidence for the accessibility of a conceptual distinction
between punctual vs. non punctual as a feature of event structures,
which gets reflected in the semantic opposition between perfectivity vs.
imperfectivity at the linguistic level. From a developmental point of
states or

prohibited
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Percentage distribution of -Ir with inherent aspect in mothers
and child s speech across stages of restricted vs. differentiated use,
with the verbs used by the child, and their frequencies

TABLE 4.

be said that what is involved is a limitation at the level of
such that all relevant semantic distinctions cannot be marked
and what the child prefers to map is the distinction that is cognitively
salient and finds realization in the input.
view it

can

mapping

(c) Habituallgeneric -Ir
Table 4 presents the distribution of -Ir by inherent aspect in the
mother’s and the child’s speech for the periods of restricted and flexible
use. The data for the initial period of productivity between 1;7.23 and
1;8.14 shows that this inflection is used more frequently with activity
(57%) and achievement verbs (37%) by the adult, whereas the child
shows a strong preference for activity (83%) and some for stative
( 17%) verbs which share the [- telic] and [+ durative] features and
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differ in terms of [dynamicity].9 This observation, which shows that the
child treats activities and states as the same for forming the referential
domain of -Ir, is consistent with the analysis of the habitual-generic as a
sub-category of the imperfective (Aksu-Koq 1995, Smith 1991) as well
as the view that Deniz might have had difficulty in analysing -Iyor and
-Ir as functionally distinct forms. There is a change in the next stage
(between 1;8.27 and 1;9.19): 45% of utterances with -Ir are with
achievement, 40% with activity and 15% with stative verbs, which
shows that the initial restriction to activities and states does not apply
any more. Data points from the next month (between 1;10.3 and
1 ; 10.19) show a similar pattern of differentiated use in terms of verb
type and semantic function: 46% of -Ir utterances are with achievement
verbs, 7% with activity and 46% with stative verbs.
An inspection of the contexts where -Ir is used by the child shows
that all instances in the period of first acquisition (1 ;7.23-1 ;8.14) are
deontically modal: indicating positive or negative intention for action,
e.g., agreeing with prohibitions of undesired action, bi daha yap-ma-m
(one more do-AORIST:NEG-1 SG, I won’t do it again); yok elle-me-m
yok (nonexist touch-AORIST:NEG-ISG, no, I won’t touch, no); or
expressing positive intent for desired action, e.g., ye-ri-m (eat-AORIST1 SG, I’ll eat). At 1;8.27, a differentiation within the modal function is
observed: 41 % of the utterances with -Ir express possible consequences
of action conceived independently of the self, that is, epistemic
modality, e.g., el-in dig-id-iy siki§ir (hand-POSS stkt~-AORIST, your
hand will get stuck) or gava-ni vuy-a-sm
kafa-m vur-ur-sun (headPOSS hit-AORIST-2SG, you may hit your head). Two months later,
examples referring to norms of action (incorporating notions relevant
=

=

both epistemic modality and habitual aspect (Aksu-Koq 1995), are
observed with stative verbs, e.g., while playing with Lego with mother,
bebek geyek-iy mi
gerek-ir mi? (doll require-AORIST Q, is a doll
or
o
olmaz
(that be-AORIST:NEG, that won’t work).
required?)
the
mother
uses
the habitual to express behavioural norms
Although
from the first sample onwards (around 25-35%), the majority of her -Ir
utterances are either deontically or epistemically modal. If frequency in
input was the only determining factor we would expect to find all three
to

=

[9]

In the first

sample

it is observed there

are

three

examples

of -Ir with the verb iste

(want) which appear to be frozen forms, ist-er-sen (if you want) used when
making requests. If these are not included in the counts, then all the verbs that
occur between 1;7.23 and 1;8.14 are activity verbs. In grammars of Turkish, -Ir is
treated as the ’aorist’, and given its multifunctionality I use AORIST in the

glosses.
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TABLE 5.

Percentage distribution of-mI§ with inherent aspect in mothers

and child ’s speech across stages of restricted vs. differentiated use,
with the verbs used by the child, and their frequencies

functions in the child’s speech in more or less corresponding
proportions, but in the case of each inflection we see that the child is
singling out, one at a time, the functions she is exposed to in the input.

(d) Perfectlinferential -ml~
The distribution of the inferential/perfect -mI~ with different types of
verbs in the mother’s and the child’s speech is shown in Table 5. -mIq is
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first observed when Deniz is 1 ;7.23,

only with nonverbal predicates
inherently stative, e.g., burda(y)-mt~ (here-EVID, it is here
[evidently]). In the next sample it is also used with activity, accomplishment and achievement verbs, however, in the very specific genre of
story-telling, while looking at pictures in a book.’° In any other context
which

are

the use of -mI~ is restricted to stative verbs or achievement verbs that
encode changes which result in a visible new state for the entity it
affects. Thus, either an existing or a newly achieved state is brought to
focus in consciousness when the predicate is marked with -mhs. More
differentiated use with activity verbs starts at 1 ;8.27, and data points
between 1;10.3 and 1;10.19 show that this inflection is used variably
with achievement verbs (50%), accomplishment verbs (25%) and with
statives (25%).
It should be remembered that the inferential/perfect -mIq encodes the
marked pole of evidential modality. It is furthermore a defining feature
of baby talk, used by adults to direct the child’s attention to what is
worth noticing in the world and to what constitutes reliable evidence.
Thus already existing states as well as newly encountered results of
past processes are commented on with this form. Such use in reference
to situations which involve ’stativity’ as an aspect of event structure,
and ’new information for consciousness’ as an aspect of discourse
structure, plays simultaneously upon the aspectual and modal functions
of the form. Deniz’s mother also uses -mIq most frequently in contexts
of states that provide new information and in describing pictures in
story books. Deniz, in accord, comments on existing states and
activities in progress represented in pictures in this ’story telling’ mode,
e.g., ne var-mq (var exist-EVID, what is there?); kuca-n-a al-miq (lapPOSS-DAT take-EVID, she took her in her lap); *Vik-iyo-muq, = çlk-ariyor-muj (*come: out-IPFV-EVID, taking his clothes off). Her -mIq
utterances in the whole period of observation are limited to these two
contexts and functions: comments on states that constitute new
information in mother-child discourse and story-book descriptions. It is
presumably such use in the ’narrative’ genre that leads to the discovery
of the ’reportative’ function, a later development.
I would like to emphasize that both -Ir and -mI~ are primarily modal
and aspectual rather than temporal and aspectual, a feature which sets

[10] Included in the
&scedil;
iyo-mu

under Activity are activity and achievement verbs already
a&gcedil;l-iyo-mu (cry-PROG-EVID), e.g., s&uuml;t i&c edil;(
imperfective -Iyor &scedil;

counts

inflected with the

(milk drink-PROG-EVID),

’reportative/narrative’

function.

In such utterances

&scedil; has the purely modal
mI
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them apart from -dl and -Iyor. Although both figure in high frequency
in child-directed speech, they are acquired slightly later, presumably
because they do not have the same functionality for the child as do the
past/perfective and the present/imperfective. The mother’s goals in
discourse, which include regulating behaviour while socializing the
child to appropriate and polite talk for example, make the use of the
habitual -Ir functional from her point of view whereas the child’s
activity is more directed to make things happen or to express her
desires, which she can achieve with the imperative as well as -dI and
-Iyor. Similarly, the very young child is not motivated to single out
from a background of existing phenomena situations that might be
informative or noteworthy for her interlocutor with the use of -mI~ as
much as the adult is.
5. DISCUSSION

The goal of the present study was to gain an understanding of the role
of input in the emergence of tense-aspect morphology in Turkish. The
investigation of the early stages of acquisition in the light of childdirected speech has revealed findings which are relevant to a number of
issues. Below, I consider each finding and its implications. Where
relevant, I also address, in the light of the new data and analyses, some
of the issues that have been long debated in the literature.
First, the data have demonstrated that the child is strongly influenced
by the patterns displayed in child-directed speech. The distribution of
different inflections with different types of verb in the child’s speech
shows a strong correspondence to their distribution in the mother’s
speech. This supports the view that input, by displaying the specific
linguistic structures and distributional properties of the language, plays
a significant role in determining the course of language acquisition.
Furthermore, the distributional bias hypothesis, that is, the view that
there is a tendency both in the input and in child speech for certain
inflections to be used more frequently with certain types of verbs, has
also been confirmed.
The data have also shown, however, that in the very early phase of
acquisition (period of restricted use) the child has stronger preferences
for use of certain types of verbs with certain inflections than dictated by
the input. It has been observed that -dI is first used only with
achievements and -Iyor only with activities and statives, and that they
are generalized to different types of verbs only later (period of differentiated use). This is consistent with findings from acquisition studies
in different languages (Aksu-Koç 1988, Antinucci & Miller 1976,
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Bloom et al. 1980, Shirai 1993, Shirai & Andersen 1995, Stephany
1981) and suggests that the predisposition involves cognitive-processing
strategies which, guided by the dominant patterns of the input, become
functional in delineating the semantics of tense-aspect marking, a
position also expressed by Behrens (1996) on the basis of acquisition of
German. It can therefore be concluded that input and some universal
cognitive predispositions play interactive roles in the emergence of

tense-aspect

morphology.

The

question, then, is: ’What does the child’s use of one inflection
exclusively with one type of verb tell us about her strategies of
acquisition?’ Use of a given inflection exclusively with verbs of a
specific inherent aspect implies that the child tends to simplify the
pattern in the input, to carve herself an operational space to figure out
how the system to which she is exposed works. Acquisition of
inflectional morphology involves verb learning. By learning to use
specific verbs in contexts of specific states/processes the child is
acquiring the linguistic code for talking about different situations.
Learning which verbs are the most typical or appropriate for which
types of situations is, in fact, learning to make an aspectual choice, one
which involves ’situation aspect’ in Smith’s (1991) terms. Since verbs
are used in a canonical inflected form in such contexts, the child can at
the same time infer that those situations are the most typical for the use
of that inflection. Verb learning, then, simultaneously involves learning
the grammatical marking of the aspect typically associated with that
verb in the language. The recurrent combination of an inflection with a
given set of verbs functions to demarcate the boundaries of a semantic
verb class and thus guides the child in abstracting the prototypical
event structure for that category. Thus, verbs of a given type of inherent
aspect come to represent situations with a specific internal
constituency. Such learning still involves aspectual choice relevant to
situation aspect. However, once the child starts using verbs with
inflections not typical for that category, she is, in effect, making an
aspectual choice at the level of ’viewpoint aspect’. Viewpoint aspect
allows the speaker to present an event from a perspective different from
the neutral, unmarked point of view, such as regarding a punctual
change as an action-in-progress, or a durative process as an immediate
transformation. In other words, the child first learns to represent
situations in their neutral, prototypical aspect, making aspectual
choices that signal a non-canonical perspective for that situation
slightly later, an argument also put forward by Andersen & Shirai
(1994). Viewed from this perspective, it is apparent that the consistency
between lexical and grammatical aspect is necessary and functional for
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rather than redundant, as has been variously claimed in the
literature.
Another finding that can be explained by reference to consistency
and canonicity is the emergence of -dI before -Iyor in the child’s
speech. This finding, which confirms previous ones (Ekmekei 1979),
was explained by reference to the complexity that may arise from the
multifunctional nature of the latter form. Analysing child-directed
speech, Kfntay & Slobin (1996) identify ’variation sets’ which refer to
alternative ways of expressing the same intention in a series of
consecutive utterances. They show that Turkish is particularly rich in
this respect, given the pragmatically motivated variations in word order.
Similarly, I noted that in many uses of -Iyor the same intention may be
realized by other forms such as the habitual, the optative, or the future
marker. This means that there is less consistency of use for -Iyor for a
given intention in the mother’s speech as compared with -dl which does
not have many alternatives to appear in variation sets. Furthermore, a
high proportion of the contexts of use of -dl presents a concrete
referential situation where a change in state with an observable result in
the ’here and now’ comes about; half the contexts of use of -Ivor. on
the other hand, are ’nonevents’ referring to prohibited or unrealized
actions or ongoing states which do not present a salient referential
situation. For the young child with limited attentional and memory
capacities, the former type of event structure can be said to be more
prominent than what falls within the semantic domain of -Iyor. Thus it
can
be said that both the pragmatics and the semantics of
past/perfective -dI contribute to its acquisition earlier than the present/

learning,

imperfective -Iyor.
conclusion, it

observed that mother-child discourse supports
discovery procedures in a number of ways. By recalling or
projecting information not directly accessible from context, mothers
provide the scaffolding necessary for the use of displaced speech. By
participating in different types of activities they guide the child into
different speech genres such as reports of direct experience vs. story
telling or pretend play. By exploiting the different functions of the
grammatical forms and using language in flexible ways they show that
much meaning has to be inferred between what is present and what is
said. In short, they provide the input and the social interactional
framework within which the child can make best use of her preferred
strategies to analyse and abstract structural properties of her language.
In

the child’s

was
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